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Wow fishing guide retail

That's why I want to go fishing, but I can't find a helpful guide. All the guides I have found are not guides on fishing locations and things about each fishing level and how to fish at maximum levels and stuff. If you know a good fishing guide, can you connect it? This guide will help you cook with power level fishing as I played WoW for the first time. Fishing and cooking are all
combined to complement each other very well, and if you're good at fishing, you can also cook with all the fish. In addition, many areas can get more profitable fish than lower-level lakes in the departure area. Your cooking will always level faster than fishing. As the gap between fishing and cooking grows, more lures should be used. Generally, when you reach 300 dishes, your
fishing skills range from 230 to 250 years. This guide takes at least 11 hours to complete, but it is likely to be about 14-15. Also, keep in mind that this is not a completely comprehensive guide to both cooking and fishing and was never intended. The only purpose of this guide is to level up cooking and fishing in a way as fast as possible. If you want a guide that covers almost
everything about these two technologies, check out our website guide for fishing and cooking in depth with an updated version of this guide's 3.1 patch. Fishing Friends is a valuable add-on for power level fishing. This will pass much faster in time to listen to some music in the background. Skill gain formula skills by the number of successful catches you have. The equation is
roughly as follows: (currently unmodified fishing level - 75) / 25 = the total number of catches required for the level # ... There is at least one catch per level. So, with that knowledge, you will realize that you can describe fishing from 1 to 300 by fishing in the city of your faction. The reason for the different locations mentioned in this guide is to help you describe your dishes as well.
Based on patch 3.1, restrictions on fishing that require a specific skill level have been removed, junk for available catches has been introduced, and several areas have been changed to reflect this new formula. As a result you can catch fish in any area of skill level 1, but you can likely catch anything junk but depending on where you are, but catching junk will still give you a skill up
because a successful catch is still counted as a successful catch. For more information, see Area-specific fishing technology requirements. 3.1.0 Guide Overview After patch 3.1.0, catching junk raises fishing skills at the same rate as catching fish and other non-junk items, so the choice of fishing location should be based on cooking skills, not fishing skills. In general, you need to
fish in the area where you can catch the ingredients in the orange or yellow recipe. For areas with both coastal and inland Fishing and coastal waters contain the same fish as inland waters in the region, not part of the named sub-zone. The box can be fished from other fishing nodes, but it is less common until you have to catch fish to find fish, debris and debris. Unlike other fish
boxes, Northrend's [Enhanced Box] [Weather Beat Journal]s. Eastern Kingdoms and Kalimdor (1-312 dishes) recipe ingredients can learn green gray fishing sauce green gray fishing location inland or coastal school [gorgeous little fish] V 1 65 85 capital, most level 1-20 area inland [sleeder skin mackerel] [raw sleeder skin mackerel] V 1 65 85 capital, most level 1-20 area no
coastal [Longzo mud snapper] [Longzo Mud Snapper V10 10] No most levels 1-30 area inland [Rainbow Pin Albacore] [Raw Rainbow Pin Albacore] V 50 110 130 Capital, Most Levels 1-30 Area Coast No [Smoked Sagefish] [Raw Sagefish] V 80 140 160 School Only: Achenvale, Silver Pine Forest, Stonetalon Mountain, Hillsbrad Mountain Inland Sagefish School [Brisr Beard
Catfish] [Raw Bristome Beard Catfish] V 100 160 180 Capital, Most Level 10-30 Area Inland No [Goblin Devil Shellfish] [Tangi Clam Sashimi] T 125 185 [Includes Shellfish] T 125 185 205, level 20-30 fell by aquatic beasts and humanoids and sometimes included in giant shellfish (found in Barren, Blood Mist Island, Dark Shore, Stratford Veil and Marsh) [Curious Tasty Omelet]
[Raptor Egg] V 130 190 210 Without fish, dropped by level 20-40 rapto. [Rockscale Cod] [Raw Rockscale Cod] V 175 210 230 Most Level 30-50 Area No Coast [Mithril Head Trout] [St Mithril Head Trout] V 175 235 255 Most Level 30-50 Area Inland No [Sage Fish Joy] [Raw Greater S V 175 235 255 School Only: Most Level 30-50 Regional Inland Greater Sage Fish School
[Cooking Glossy Powerfish] [Raw Glossy Force Fish] V 225 262 275 Azshara (Outside Storm's Bay) , Peralas, Tanaris, No Hinterland Coast [File of Red Road] [Raw Red Road] V 225 262 275 Level 40-60 Zone Inland No [Found Tan] [Raw Spotted Yellow Tail] [Raw Spotted Yellow Tail] V 225 262 275 Level 40-60 Area No Shore [Squid] 20[Winter Squid] 20[ Squid] 20 [Winter
Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Winter Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Winter] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 27 [Winter Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] [Squid] 27[Squid] [Squid] 27 [Squid] 27 [Squid] 27 [Squid] 20 [Winter Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 27 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 20 [Squid] 27 [Squid] 27 [Squid] 27 [Winter] Peralas, Thanaris, inland (most common
during the season, winter, absent during summer) No coast [hot smoked base] [raw summer base] V 240 277 290 Azshara, Peralas, Tanaris, inland (most common in the season, summer, absent in winter) no coast [nightpin soup] [Saint-Nightpin Spate] , [Refreshing spring water] V 250 285 295 the most common 40-60 zone (most common at night, No inland [poached sunscale
salmon] [raw sunscale salmon] V 250 285 295 Most level 40-60 area (most common during the day, absent around midnight) Inland No [grilled salmon] [raw salmon] 35, perallas, winter spring inland no [lobster stew] [darkclaw lobster] V 275 312 325 Azsha (Bay) Storm Only) Coast No [Strongman' [Great Primitive Strongman] V 275 312 325 Azshara (Storm's Bay) No 1-140 water
or level 10-30 fish cooked in the area. Early on, the capital is recommended due to cooking and fishing trainers. Store raw bristouan catfish because it is the only fish that can cook from 140 to 160. 140-160 cooking brisr beard catfish dishes. 160-175 Dishes continue to cook brisr beard catfish or use non-fish recipes like curious delicious omelets or goblin devil shellfish. At levels of
40-50 levels, 175-262 cooking fish, save all raw night pin seadrops, raw summer bass, raw sun scale salmon and winter squid until you're good enough to get to 277. 262-277 Cooking Cook hot smoked bass, grilled squid, night pin soup and poached sunscale salmon. If that's not enough, you can save up to 277 years of raw whitescale salmon in the inland waters of the Eastern
Plague, Perala or Winterspring. 275-312 Learn to cook as a chef. 225 - 250 25 x [Monster Omelet] - 25 Giant Egg 250 - 285 40 x [Juicy Bear Burger] - 40 [Bear Side] 275-300 Part 275-300, but you have to run one Dire Maul East. The recipe is deleted by Pusillin and is called [Recipe: Runtum Tuber Surprise]. When you enter the instance, you will find Pusillin at the entrance, he is
on the left, you have to go and talk to him and then follow him and talk to him again as soon as you catch up with him. Eventually the imp will become hostile and you can kill him (finally!). If you're at level 70 and you can solo this instance, but it's for a much higher level. Recipes use [Runn Tum Tuber] as a ingredient, you can find these in [Warp Woodford], they are around the
instance (read the first comment about Wow Head). I can get 25 of them in one run that is enough to make cooking levels up to 300 with this one recipe. I must also mention that you can use this recipe to level up your cooking 325, just to run a few more instances. This way, you don't need to do quests in the next part. 285 - 300 15 x [Smoked Desert Dumplings] - 15 [Sandwarm
Meat] Must complete two quests to get this cooking recipe. Desert recipes to share knowledge outlands (300-375 dishes) have the reputationrequirement that some Outland fish recipes are purchased from suppliers. The only merchants selling black trout, peltail delights, roasted mudfish, and poached bluefish recipes to alliance characters are members of the Kurenai faction and
are sold only to neutral or better-rated characters. The only vendors that sell mudfish and poached bluefish recipes to Horde characters belong to the Mag'har faction and are sold only to neutral or better characters. However, vendors who sell BlackTrout and Peltail Delight recipes to Horde cruactors are part of the Darksphere Troll faction. No recipes are bound to pick up. Giant
thorny trout and huge spotted hell tails can hardly be caught in any outland fishing node including pure water and steam pump flodam, the recipes for cooking them are not set to green until 380, so they should be finally cooked. Recipe Recipe Ingredients Source Learning Green Grey Fishing Location School [Black Trout] [Thorny Trout] V 300 330 340 Nagran, Nether Storm,
Terorkar Forest, Zangarmarsh No [Hell Tail Joy] V 300 330 340 Terokar Forest, Zangarmash Brakish Mixed School (Terrokar Forest Lowlands and Zangarmarsh) [Black Forfish] [Sangarian Forfish] V 310 340 350 ZangarmashI Forfish School [Stuttgart] Bashid Gilgrand T5 35 , Netherstom, Terrochr Forest, Zangarmarsh None [Baked Mudfish] [Figluster Mudfish] V 320 350 360
Nagrand, Netherstom Mudfish School [Poached Bluefish] V 320 350 360 Nagran, Netherstom Bluefish School [Golden Fish Stick] [Golden Dattore] V 325 355 365 Terokar Forest School Only: Shadowmoon Valley, Zangarmassi Brakish Mixed School (Terrokkar Forest and Zangarmarsh), Highland Mixed School (Terokar Forest Plateau), Dattore School (Terocar Forest) [Spicy
Crodad] 30 School [Toyers Crodad] 30 Schools [Toyus Crodad] 30 University : Terokar Forest Highland Mixed School (Terrochr Forest Plateau) [Hot Butter Trout] [Giant Thorny Trout] T 350 380 385 School Only: Nagran, Terokar Forest, Zangarmarsh All Outland School (Rare) [Fisherman's Feast] [Giant Spotted Peltail] T 350 380 385 School Only: Nagran, Terrochr Forest,
Zangarmash All Outland School (Rare) Zangarmarsh (300-355 Cuisine) Zangarmarsh (300-355 Cuisine) Because you can safely catch fish in the low-level charcaters without all flight points For 310-320 dishes and Alliance characters that don't have black trout or peltail joy recipes, and haven't yet learned to find fish, steam pump flotsam, as an exclusive steam pump flotsam in the
area, the highest catch rate for [Curiosity Box] brackish mixed schools. Thorny Trout must be saved for the Tad Trout, and the Golden Darters, which can only be caught at Bracksea Mixed School, must be saved at 345-355. Nagran (300-350 cuisine) Nagran has access to roasted mudfish and poached bluefish recipes, and is recommended for low-level Horde characters with
characters to deal with local monsters and low-level Alliance characters with radar flying points and tela flying points. Of the three fish that can be caught outside of school, thorny trout can be used to cook up to 345 before the tad trout turn green, and the Piguster's Mudfish Eyespin Bluefish can be used for levels. Up to 350 before their recipes go green. It is also recommended for
players who want raw water due to pure water fishing nodes. TheErokar Forest Lowlands (300-355 dishes) Therokar Forest Lowlands are recommended for characters without flying a treacherous to handle local monsters or to cook thorny trout or spotted peltail, having a flying point for a arlene fortress or stone breaker hold. Braxie mixed school and datachshave shawls should
be caught if possible, and datters should be stored in 345+ dishes. The Terrochr Forest Highlands (300-375 cuisine) The rokar forest plateau plateau plateau is recommended for characters with flying mounts to cook thorny trout or spotted peltail. Instead of the Brach Mix School or Datter School, the lake has a Highland Mixed School that can be fished for the Golden Datters, and
is the only source of fury for the spicy chrodad, which won't change green until 375. Northrend (350-450 dishes) Recipe Recipe Ingredients Ingredients Learning Green Grey Fishing Location Inland or Coastal School [Baked Bone Breakfast] [Bone Scale Snapper] T 350 365 380 Holoza Basin Except Most North End Zones No [Roasted Gobi] [Barrel Gobi] T 350 365 30830 Holoza
Basin Inland No [Smoked Rockin] [Rockin grouper] T 350 365 380 Most Northrend Area Coast No [Baked Manta Ray] [Imperial Manta Ray] T 350 382 415 Most North End Regional Coastal Empire Manta Ray School [Dalaran Clam Chowder] [Dararan Clam] [Meat] T 350 382 415 [Dark Water Clams]: Rarely Fishing in North End Coastal Seas [Giant Dark Water Clams]: Rarely
Fishing in Winter Clutch Dark Water Shellfish: Coastal Giant Dark Water Shellfish: Inland No [Baked Sculfin] [Musselback Sculpin] T 350 382 415 Borean Tundra, Dragonbright, Zuldrak, Winterman Inland Mussel Sculpin School (Boran Tundra Bay) [Pickled Pantus] [Pantus Herring] T 350 382 415 Grizzly Hills , Howling FjordS Land Pantus Herring School (Howling Fjords only)
[Nettlefish] [Nettlefish] 351 [Nettlefish] 35, Wintersong Inland Nettle Fish School (Small rosa bun) [salmon smoked] [glacial salmon] T 350 382 415 Grizzly Hills, Howling Fjord, Winterjobs Inland Glacier Salmon School (Grizzly Hillsman) [Kungalusi] [Tundra Berry] x2, [Savoury Eyeplum] Q 375 387 400 Fish, Bought from Fruit Merchants [Great Feast] [Lump O' Mammoth], [Sappusk
Side], [Warm Meat] 40 : Unable to fish, dropped by mammoth schbeltus side: not fish, dropped by sattersworm meat: no fish, dropped by the shogunate de mitt: fish-free, Northrend [Black Jelly] [Boranman Ower] x3 T 400 412 425 Howling Fjord Coast Boreran Man O War School (Boran Tundra Man) [Black Dragon Finn] [Black Dragon Finn] [Dragon Finn Fish Angel], 1 [Northern
Spice] V (3) 405 - Tundan fell by most beasts in all north end coastal areas except 405 - 405 , Dragonlight Inland Dragonpin Angelfish School (Dragonlight Only) [Munglow Squid], 1 [Northern Spice] V (5) 400 450 - Cold East Sea Coast Example [Dragonpin Fillet] [Dragonpin Angelfish], 1 [Northern Spice] V (3) 400 450 - Dragonbright, Zuldrax Inland Dragonpin Angelfish School
(Dragonbright Bay) [Salmon Firecracker] [Glacier Salmon], [Northern Spice] V (3) 400 450 - Grizzly Hills, Howling Fjord, Winterjobs Inland Glacier Salmon School [Grizzly Hillera] [Grizzly] [Grizzly] [Greene], [Northern Spice] V (3) 400 450 - Most North End Coastal Empire Manta Ray School [Musselfin] [Musselfin] , [Northern Spice] V (3) 400 450 - Borian Tundra, Dragonbright,
Winterman, Zuldrak Inland Mussel Sculpin School (Boran Tundra Bay) [Domi Extreme] [Bonescale Snapper] x3, [Northern Spice] V (3) 400 450 - Most North End Region Coasts No [Spicy Blue Nettlefish], [Northern Spice] V (30), Wintercatcher Inland Nettlefish School (Holozar Buns) [Spicy Herring Fry] [Pantus Herring] V (3) 400 450 - Hills , Howling Fjord Inland Pantus Herring
School (Howling Fjords Bay) Area and Cooking Fish Region Inland Coast Rare Non-School General School Rare Non-School Non-School Boeran Tundra [Musselback Scullpin [Dragon Angelfin Fish] [Bonscale Snapper] [Borian Man Owar], [Imperial Manta Ray] [Dark Clamwater] [Rockin G. Crystal Song - Snapper - - - Dalaran - - - - - - - - - Dragonlight [Dragonpin Angelfish]
[Muscular Skullpin] [Bonscale Skullpin] [Bonscale Scarpin] [Bonscale Scopypin] [Bonscale Scopypin] [Bonscale Snapper] [Bonscale Scadin] [Bonscale Scadin] [Bonscale Scoping] [Bonscale Scoping] [Bonscale Scoping] Snapper[ [Bonscale scapper] [bonscale scapin] [bonscale scapper] [bonscale snapper] [bonscales snapper] [bonscales snapper] [bonscales scopyper] [bonscale
scopyper] [bonscale scopyper] [bonscale scopyper] [bonscale scopyper] [bonscale scopinger] [bonscale scopinger] [bonscale scopper] Seasomes: [Bonscales Snapper] [Bonscales Ray] [Boian Man O'War], [Darkwater Clam] [Rockin Groomer] Frozen Sea - [Deep Sea Monster Valley], [Dalglou Squid] - [Rockpin Gruser] Grizzly Hills [Glacial Salmon] [Bonscale Snapper] [Morial
Manta] [Rayan Man] O'War] , [Darkwater Clam] [Rockin's Guser] Howling Fjord [Pantus Herring] [Glacial Salmon] [Bone-Join Seaman] [Imperial Manta Ray] [Borian Man O'War], [Darkwater Clam] [Rockin Granger] Hrothgar's Landing -- - - - [Boran Man O War] [Dark water clam], [Imperial Ray ray] [Imperial Ray] Rockpin Group] Ice Crown - - - - - - - -- [Darkwater Clam], [Imperial
Manta Ray] [Rockpin Gruser] Holloway Basin [Nettlefish] - [Barrel Head Gobi] - - Storm Peaks - - - [Boran Man O] War Shell[ [Imperial Man Ray] [Rockpin Grover] Winterjobs - [Giant Dark Water Clam] - Zuldrax - [Dragonpin Angelfish], [Musselsback Skullpin] [Bone Extension] - Normal fish have a ratio of about 50-70%. The rare fish has about 20-30% catches, has about 10%
catches of [dark water clam], and has a catch rate of about 3% of [Giant Dark Water Clam]. 350-382 Cooking Barrel Head Govis, Bon Scale Domina and Rockin grouper are usually caught outside the school. Since their recipes go green at 365, they should not cook first and be active For. When it's green, you can continue cooking until it's greyed out or go to a yellow recipe. 382-
400 dishes from 382-400 dishes, there is a bottleneck, the only yellow recipe is to use only the ingredients you buy, but turn green from 387 learned through the quest chain, and the Great Feast is not set to green until 400, but requires non-fish meat from various beasts. If the first priority is to level fishing, you should level the dishes using green fish recipes, farming or buying
ingredients for great festivals is a quick option for leveling dishes quickly. 400-412 Cooking Black Jelly 400 is available in cooking and turns green at 412. Most North End recipes that don't use 412-450 dishes [Northern Spices] turn grey at 415 and [black jelly] turns gray from 425. Leveling dishes above level 425 require level 65, and the only non-grey recipe is BoP, so it can only
be purchased on Dalaran's Daily Cooking Quest (level 65). Most Dalaran culinary awards recipes, including all pure fish-based recipes that are not [fish festivals], change yellow from 425 and green from 450. Horde Guide 1 – 50 Goals: Go to fishing trainer and cooking trainer and pick up your fishing and cooking skills. Buy Fishing Rods and Shiny Bobles. Now you're ready to get
started. The best starting point is The Bloodhoop Village in Mulgore. Talk to a longcast and buy [Recipe: Brilliant Smallfish] and [Recipe: Longzo Mud Domina] from him. Start fishing at Stonefire Lake. Attaching a fishing rod and then applying the Shiny Bobble bait will make it easier to catch fish. It takes about 40 minutes to catch about 60 [Saint Brilliant Smallfish]. By the time you
catch 60 [Saint Brilliant Smallfish], there are about 30 [raw Longzo Mud Domina]. When you reach 60, cook. You can build your own fire or jog back in one long cast and use the fire in front of it. After cooking [Brilliant Smallfish], start cooking [Longjaw Mud Domina] at level 50 (after learning previously purchased recipes). 50 – 75 goals: You need to go and catch [raw Longzo mud
domina] and the best place for them is the pond in front of the pond of Orgrimmar and the bank of thunder cliffs by fishing trainer Luke (I know you've caught quite a lot of places, but that place gives you the greatest chance to catch the fish you want). Learn to fish and cook between level 50 and 75. The [Longzo Mud Domina] recipe is orange from level 50 to 100 in cooking, so you
need 50 fish. 75 - 150 Goals: Go east to Taren Mill or to the rivers or lakes of Ashbale (after skill level 110) and fish of bristled beard catfish. Depending on the level of cooking, you need 100-120 to cook up to 175. [Recipe: Beard catfish: Derak Nightpole at the foot of Hillsbrad, Ratchet Kills, Naal Mister runner in Thunder Bluff, Three Misterrunner from Thunder Bluff, or Beard
Catfish from Ronald Birch in Undercity. If you're bored with fishing, head to Blackfathom Deeps and get quite a bit of clammeat, brisr beard catfish and mithril head trout from the mob. Visit your trainer to increase your cooking and fishing skills to over 150. 150 – 225 goals (book is not needed anymore): About 60 [raw mithril head trout] cook all [Mithril head trout] once you cook up
to 175, go to the shadow feeding village of Desolace. Talk to Wulan, buy [Recipe: Mithril Head Trout] and start fishing at the pier. Alternatively, you can buy [Recipe: Mithril Head Trout] at Shankis, standing on the pier in Orgrimmar's Honor Valley. Approximately 60 dishes are required to be cooked to level 225. The best place for fish for [raw mithril head trout] is the Arati Plateau
with a thousand needles and a percentage wise. Again, visit The Black Patom Dips to earn the last few points from the last few Mithril Head Trout and some tangy shellfish. At this point you must now have level 225 fishing and level 225 cooking. If you're not yet level 35, this is the one you can go for. If you're level 35 or older (listed below), you can complete two quests or take the
train directly to craftsman fishing and cooking. Note: You no longer need to complete these quests with patch 3.1. You can now learn 225 fishing and cooking from your trainer. 225 – 226 goals: Artisan level cooking and fishing get the first quest: cooking requirements: level 35, 225 dishes. Go to Gazzan in Tanaris and talk to Dirzi Quikrib. He is in a tavern. He wants you to have
him 10 huge eggs, 10 Zesty clams and 20 Alterac Swiss. In fact, you should be able to buy eggs and shellfish from the auction house, but you can't find them in case you do. According to quests, the giant egg Tanaris or the big bird's lockdrop. If you circle around the skeleton in, you should get them all pretty quickly. They share with local hyenas on spawning, so if you're getting a
few birds you kill them too. To get my 12 eggs I had to kill only about 20 of these. They are level 47, so you can hold them if you can't kill them easily yet. Shellfish comes from level 35+ local shellfish. However, it is a good idea to kill turtles at Steamheddle Harbor. The drop rate is very high and you will have shellfish meat in no time. While you're in Steamheddle Harbor, talk to
Kikis. I'll try to buy both [Recipe: Found Yellow Tail] and [Recipe: Poached Sunscale Salmon] for use later at 226- 250 technical levels. The level is approximately 41 for steam whipped ports. Alterac Switzerland is the easiest part. Go to Galgrom, which is a provision inside the cave of time, Buy them. Twenty-somethings in Alterlock Switzerland cost 60 to 1. Hand them all you can
get your artisan dishes. Requirements: Level 35, 225 fishing. You need to go and find the sickle Pagle in the Dustwell marsh. He stands on a small island west of Theramore. He will ask to catch four rare fish for him. This quest is actually really easy and the only difficult part is the amount of travel involved. The fish you need to catch: You have to catch this fish within 5-10 casts at
each location. So it doesn't take long. The best order I've found to do this quest (assuming you don't already have all the flight paths): take a ride on the Great Lift, from Dustwallow, and then head west through a cloth needle to The Peralascamp Mohache. Take the Northwest from Peralas to DeSolas, and go to shadow feeding villages. Fly from Desola to Orgrimmar. Take zeppelin
to Gromgo base camp and head north to dusk. Take east to The Deadwind Pass, then pass through the area to the Swamp of Sorrow. Now return to the sickle and go for artisan fishing. Ok, so you're now at level 225 in both cooking and fishing and you've completed an optional quest (or completed). Time for home stretching. 226 - 250 Goals: Go to Steamheddle Harbor and talk
to Kikis. You can buy two [recipe: found yellowtail] and recipe: poached sunscale salmon and/or [Recipe: Nightpin Soup]. Sunscale salmon are caught during the day, while night salmon are caught at night, depending on the time of fishing. Now go to Levantus Village in Hinterland to catch fish for the Primitive Spotted Yellowtail. Or, if you don't want to return to the Eastern
Kingdoms, you can fish off the coast of Azshara or Tanaris. To get a dish from 225 to 250, you need about 30. 250 - 275 goals: Go to Blooddog Falls in Pelwood and sunscale salmon fish. The best place to catch raw sunscale salmon is on the Verdantis River in Peralas. You can also check out Lake Elunara in Munglade, which is a great fishing spot for this delicious fish. This fish
is very difficult to catch at night (if not impossible) and you can get a night pin snapper instead. Fish for this around noon server time. To get a dish from 250 to 275, you need about 30. 275 - 300 goals: The Horde goes to Camp Mojache in Peralas and tells Hendra Talgrass to buy [Recipe: Power' steak and [Recipe: Lobster Stew]. You can buy some [refreshing spring water] for
lobster stew while you are there. Now go to the bay of the storm in Azsahara and the fish for [big raw riverfish] (this is also the profitable fish used to make stone scale oil, yielding the best [stone-scale eel] drops in the game) and you can get dishes from about 30 [big raw riverfish] from 275 to 300. You may need to bring the bait at this point, as the dishes go up faster than fishing
and Azshara has 330 fishing areas. You need something at least Technology range to avoid catching a lot of rubbish, so if you are going to come right here 260 fishing has +20-25 bars and +100 lures. When the dish reaches 300, you will keep fishing up to it too. At this point it will take 7 to 10 catches to get one skill, so take your time (or save yourself a world of cuts and head to
Zangarmash at level 280 with +75 bait and +25 bars). 300 – 375 goals: Ok, first ones: buy some bait, preferably of +75. Now go buy master fishing - the art of angling in Juno Dufrein in the Senarion haven (Zangarmash). Now go to Buy [Recipe: Black Trout] from Gambarinka in Jabrazine (Zangarmash). Go back to the Swamp Post and buy [Recipe: Peltail Delight] from Zurai.
Return to the Senarion refuge and fish for [thorny trout] and [the found peltail]. If you want to cook up to 320 pieces, you can only catch a total of 25. If you're lucky, the fishing level will probably be about 305 by this stage (it's a long and slow process and it's not easily boring). Cook trout and peltail. Now go to the Nura butcher shop in Garada in Nagrand. Buy [Recipe: Poached
Bluefish] and find a nice quiet spot to catch fish for [ispin bluefish] in Nagran. Unless you spend more time fishing in Zangarmash, you should have the bait here. Continue fishing until you have about 40 bluefish, then cook and cook up to 350. Note: Nagrand is officially cast 380. Even with +25 poles and bright Baubles you will have a great deal of failure in 305 nature. Before
trying, it is better to hit 320 natural and 100 bonus fishing. You still see about 20% of failures. At this point, your fishing will probably only be about level 320. You may want to go to the Terrokar Forest and Fish and get the Golden Datters. When cooking, these offer +44 healing and +20SPI buffs, so it's a good idea to sell them to healing classes. Alternatively, you can return to
Nagand to return to the fish for [The Mud fish of The Piguster], and provide agility and +20 spirit buffs when cooking. Either way, to get to the 375 you will have to make about 650 successful catches. It should take about 8 hours for an average person, so you can break it with something like a 30– 60 minute lump, spread over a period of time. Note: Highlander's guide originally
discussed furious crodad fishing before maximizing your skills. But due to the extreme difficulties of Highland Lake, throw 430 skills and throw books and 525 should make sure that the fish do not disappear completely - I would not recommend fishing without very high skill and good equipment. The final challenge of fishing in Outland is the need for a flying mount, all of which can
only be accessed by a flying mount, as the best fish are found only in the Highland Mixed School in the Three Lakes of Therokar Forest. In this school you can [Furious Crodad], used in [Recipe: Spicy Chroded], the only cooking recipe that will easily take you 375. [Spicy Claudad] is also worth it because food buffs give +30 stamina in drawings more than any other food in the
game. The three lakes go to see Rungor at the Stonebreaker Hold (Terrokkar Forest) and buy [Recipe: Spicy Kraudad]. Alliance Guide 1 – Go to 50 Fishing Trainers to cook and choose your fishing and cooking skills. Buy fishing rods and shiny bobbles (bait that adds +25 to your fishing skills). Now you're ready to get started. The best place to start is Elwynn Forest. Talk to
Tharynn Bouden of Goldshire and buy [Recipe: Brilliant Smallfish] and [Recipe: Longzo Mud Domina]. Start fishing at Crystal Lake. You can grab 50 [Saint-Brilliant Smallfish] and cook from 1 to 50. Go to Stormwind City 50-75 and fish the canals for the Primitive Longzo Mud Domina. You need 56 people to cook to 100. Learn to fish and cook between level 50 and 75. Go to
Stormwind and talk to Catherine Leland and buy [Recipe: Brisse Beard Catfish] and [Recipe: Mithril Head Trout]. 75 – 150 fish for the Raw Brisse Beard Catfish, which goes northeast of the South Shore into the river. To cook up to level 175, you'll need about 100 to 120 dishes. Go from level 125 to Shandrina, next to Mistral Lake in Saiachenvale, and buy a Expert Cookbook. Visit
your trainer to increase your cooking and fishing skills to over 150. 150 – 225 now go to the fish for the Stromgard Kip outside the lake and [primitive Mithril head trout] in the Arati Plateau (the book is no longer needed). Approximately 60 dishes are required to be cooked to level 225. Alternative: Buy [Recipe: Sagefish Delight] (Cooking 175) from Mika Yance on the South Shore
and fish at the Native Greater Sagefish School on Lake Rodamere in the Alterrock Mountains. At this point you must now have level 225 fishing and level 225 dishes – 225 – 226. If you're not yet level 35, this is the one you can go for. If you're level 35 or higher, continue reading. Note: You no longer need to complete these quests with patch 3.1. You can now learn 225 fishing and
cooking from your trainer. First Quest: Cooking Requirements: Level 35, 225 Dishes. Go to Gazzan in Tanaris and talk to Dirzi Quikrib. He is in a tavern. He wants you to have him 10 [Giant Eggs], 10 [Zesty Clams] and 20 [Alterac Switzerland]. You should actually be able to buy eggs and shellfish meat from AH, but in case you are not here where you can find them. According to
quests, [Giant Egg] Tanaris or The Big Bird's Lock down. The best place I found for eggs was the owl from inland. To get my 12 eggs I had to kill only about 20 of these. They are about 43-ish (about a 25% drop rate), so if you have that high level, wait until you can get help or handle them. Shellfish comes from shellfish, naturally! To save the sea swimming in search of shellfish,
you It is forbidden to kill turtles in Steamhuidle Harbor or the town of Levantus. The drop rate is very high and you will have shellfish meat in no time. Level is 41-0 for Steamwhipple Port and 49-50 at Levantos Village. [Alterac Switzerland] is the easiest part. Go to stormwind's cheese shop and buy it from the cheese vendors. You can also set up Hearthstone in Shattrath and buy
cheese from the innkeeper, which is created if you're friendly with Scryers. Hand them all you can get your artisan dishes. Since the opening of the cave of time, the interior provision, Galgrom, for sale [Alterac Switzerland]. Now you can get all the drops you need for Tanaris's artisan cooking. Second quest: Fishing Requirements: Level 35, 225 Fishing. You need to go and find the
sickle Pagle in the Dustwell marsh. He stands on a small island west of Theramore (58,60). He will give you a quest [45] Nat Pagle, Angler Extreme, which asks you to catch four rare fish. This quest is actually really easy and the only difficult part is the amount of travel involved. The fish you need to catch are as follows: [Peralas Ahi] Peralas - [Sateris striker] Desolas - [Savage
Coast Blue Sailpin] Stranglet Shot Veil - [Misty Reed Mahi mahi] Swamp of Grief - (Note: there is no specific place that is best suited to catch fish. The mini map area name is in the correct location as long as it matches the area name of the quest log. Go to 226 – 250 steamwhidle ports and talk to Gikkix, you can buy two recipes: [recipe: found yellow tail] and [recipe: poached sun
scale salmon]. One of the fish for the [primitive spotted yellow tail] at Steamhedle Harbor or go to the levantus village (well... On it, it's just a small north) for a slightly better drop rate. 250 – 275 Now go to Blooddog Falls in Pelwood and Fish of The Primitive Sunscale Salmon. To get a dish from 250 to 275, you need about 30. On Lake Elunara, you can also fish fish-scale salmon
and raw nightfin snappers. Each drop rate drops the most [raw sunscale salmon] not immediately after noon, but immediately after midnight, and [Raw Nightpin Snapper] drops the most at night, not immediately after noon. Then go to Viviana at Feathermoon Fortress in Peralas and buy [Recipe: Strength Fish Steak] and [Recipe: Lobster Stew]. You can buy some [refreshing
spring water] for lobster stew while you are there. Now go to Scalebeard Caveins in Azsahara (one of the islands in the east) and fish from The Great Primitive Bear. (It's also one of the fishing spots for stonescale eel, a profitable fish used to make stonescale oil. From 275 to 300. You may need to bring the bait at this point, as the dishes go up faster than fishing and Azshara has
330 fishing areas. You will need something from at least 380 tech ranges to avoid catching a lot of rubbish, so if you are going to come right here 260 fishing has +20 – 25 bars and +100 bait. If the dish reaches 300, continue fishing until you maximize it. At this point it will take 7-10 catches to get one skill, so take your time. At first, the fish is gone! You can experience it quite
often, but as your skill level increases, you'll catch more and more fish. Ok, first days. Buy bait! It is preferred of +75. Now go ahead and buy [Master Cookbook], to give yourself a master cooking level. If you are a Horde, buy from Baxter in Thrallmar (Hellfire Peninsula). If you're an Alliance, buy from Gaston on Honor Hold (Hellfire Peninsula). The Master Cookbook is sold by Naka,
a senarion refuge. Now go buy [recipe: black trout]. If you're a Horde, buy it from Gambarinka in Jabrazin (Zangarmash). If you are an Alliance, buy from Toba in The Port of Orebor (Zangarmash). You can buy [Recipe: Peltail Joy] while you are here. Horde can return to The Swamp Post and purchase Recipe: Peltail Joy in Zurai. If you're at level 70, visit Old Man Balo and the daily
quest [70] Shrimp Inain's Ain' may not be easy at this point. Lake Silmeyer is a fishing area northeast of The City of Shattras. This is purely optional, but it will be a +100 bait fishing where [bloated thorny trout] are caught and some of the quest rewards can be very useful. Return to the Senarion refuge and fish for [thorny trout] and [the found peltail]. If you want to cook up to 320
pieces, you can only catch a total of 25. If you're lucky, the fishing level will probably be about 305 by this stage (it's a long and slow process and it's not easily boring). Cook trout and peltail. If you're an Alliance, if you're a Horde or Uriku of Tellar, if you're both in Nagrand, now go to Galada's Butcher Nula. Buy [Recipe: Poached Bluefish] and find a nice quiet spot to catch fish for
[ispin bluefish] in Nagran. Unless you spend more time fishing in Zangarmash, you should have the bait here. Continue fishing until you have about 40 bluefish, then cook and cook up to 350. At this point, your fishing will probably only be about level 320. You'll want to find the Terrochr forest and fish for the Golden Datter. When cooking, these offer +44 healing and +20 mental
buffs, so it's a good idea to sell them in healing classes. Alternatively, you can return to Nagand to return to the fish for [The Mud fish of The Piguster], and provide agility and +20 spirit buffs when cooking. Either way, to get to the 375 you will have to make about 650 successful catches. That Usually a person has about 8 hours, so you can break it into something like 30 – a 60
minute lump, spread over a period of time. (Note: The Highlander's guide originally discussed fishing for [Fury Crodad] before maximizing your skills. The final challenge of fishing in Outland is the need for a flying mount, all of which can only be accessed by a flying mount, as the best fish are found only in the Highland Mixed School in the Three Lakes of Therokar Forest. In this
school you can catch [Furious Crodad] used for [spicy crodad] and will easily take you 375. Spicy Claudad also gives +30 health buffs. Three Lakes: If you are an Alliance, look at the innkeeper Viribi from Theerian Fortress (Terrokar Forest) and buy [Recipe: Spicy Croda]. If you're a Horde, buy to see Rungor in stone breaker hold (Terrokkar Forest) [Recipe: Spicy Croda]. Source
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